Branched Four Vessel Vascular Access Ultrasound Training Model

CAE Healthcare’s Blue Phantom ultrasound training phantoms are built with realism and durability so you can count on their lifespan. The Blue Phantom trainers support at least 20 medical specialties including central line insertion, breast biopsy, and transvaginal ultrasound exams. CAE’s realistic ultrasound training phantoms realistically replicate human tissue in every way. Built with a patented self-sealing Simulex™ tissue, the training models image like real tissue using any clinical ultrasound system and cannulate like real tissue to support hands-on training. All training models, except Endovaginal and FAST, are available in a transparent configuration, upon customer request.

For more information on Blue Phantom ultrasound training models visit bluephantom.com.
Branched Four Vessel Vascular Access Ultrasound Training Model

- Extremely realistic imaging characteristics
- Constructed using Blue Phantom's patented ultra-durable and realistic simulated human tissue providing users an extremely realistic training model
- Feels and cannulates like real human tissue
- Contains four vessels of various sizes including 4mm, 6mm, and 8mm branched vessels positioned at a variety of depths within the phantom
- Positive fluid flow when vessels are accurately accessed
- Prefilled with red simulated blood refill solution (BRS180-Red)
- Easy to refill simulated vessels
- Self healing tissue
- Fluid can be injected into the model to verify needle tip location (automatically expelled)
- Convex surface contour offers a scanning environment similar to human body habitus. Learn to acquire and interpret imaging of vessels used for venipuncture
- Gain imaging and procedural efficiencies using this realistic vascular access ultrasound training model
- Use with any ultrasound imaging system with appropriate transducer
- Practice using ultrasound system controls
- Excellent realism and durability
- High quality
- Patented technology
- Size 7" x 5" x 2.5" (17cm x 13cm x 6cm) (L x W x H)
- Weight 3.0 lbs. (1.3 Kg.)

What’s in the Box
- 4-Vessel Ultrasound Block Model
- Plastic Storage Container
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